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ABSTRACT

Identifying the provenance of information posted on social
media and how this information may have changed over time
can be very helpful in assessing its trustworthiness. Here, we
introduce a novel mechanism for discovering “post-based” in-
formation cascades, including the earliest relevant post and
how its information has evolved over subsequent posts. Our
prototype leverages multiple innovations in the combina-
tion of dynamic data sub-sampling and multiple natural lan-
guage processing and analysis techniques, benefiting from
deep learning architectures. We evaluate its performance
on EMTD, a dataset that we have generated from our pri-
vate experimental instance of the decentralised social network
Mastodon, as well as the benchmark Microsoft Research
Paraphrase Corpus, reporting no errors in sub-sampling based
on clustering, and an average accuracy of 92% and F1 score
of 93% for paraphrase identification.

Index Terms— Information Cascade, Clustering, Deep
Learning, Paraphrase Identification

1. INTRODUCTION

To assess the veracity of social network post information, it is
useful to identify sources of the information, when it was first
published and in which post, how similar the information is
to other published sources, as well as how all related sources
of information may have changed over time. To model this
systematic flow of related information, we define this identi-
fication process as an information cascade, whereby the in-
formation cascade can be described as a two-step process.
Firstly, a user encounters a piece of information and acts upon
it by sharing it. The act of information sharing as a result of
coming across a particular post creates a new cascade or fur-
ther expands an existing one. Secondly, through the process
of sharing, the user may adopt or support the position of the
information, amplifying it; or rejects the information via di-
rect intervention by correcting or commenting on it and in
this way modifying it. In this paper, we introduce a mech-
anism for identifying information cascades which employs
Paraphrase Identification (PI) based on deep learning as its
core technological component. The mechanism facilitates the

discovery of the source of information within the confines of
a decentralised social network, which in our case is a pri-
vate instance of Mastodon, the most popular decentralised
social media platform. We refer to this as the EUNOMIA
[1] Mastodon instance, named after the research project in
which it has been set up. The information cascade mechanism
also establishes cascade connectivity for related information.
The aim is to help users assess themselves the trustworthi-
ness of information they see on social media more efficiently
and based on more information than is normally available.
Note that in line with the scope of project EUNOMIA’s ap-
proach, the information cascade mechanism works on social
media posts where the users have provided their consent to
be indexed by it. Contrary to the usual focus in information
cascade research, which is on early prediction of whether a
particular post will “go viral” [2, 3], our focus is on recognis-
ing cascades that have already occurred within the context of
helping assess information trustworthiness, especially where
the information has been modified across different posts and
are not identical reshares.

2. INFORMATION CASCADE MECHANISM

The information cascade mechanism functions as a series
of linear-interacting system processes. There are four main
stages to the creation or addition to an information cascade
(Figure 1): 1) the extraction of post data and meta-data, 2) the
sub-sampling of existing EUNOMIA-indexed posts for com-
parison analysis, 3) the comparison of semantic similarity be-
tween sub-sampled posts and the uploaded posts, and 4) The
creation of a new information cascade, addition of a post to
an existing information cascade, or no further action. In the
next sections we will describe the functional behaviour of the
information cascade mechanism and the processing steps for
post ingesting, sub-sampling, PI, and cascade membership.

2.1. Cascade Post Subsampling Process

2.1.1. Feature Extraction

Within the information cascade mechanism, the text feature
extraction service is responsible for converting post input
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Fig. 1. Information Cascade mechanism overview (NC -
None cascade post, Cn - Cascade post)

(which consists of tokenised posts) into an array of float num-
bers that contain the post text’s semantics. In particular,
EUNOMIA exploits Transformer-based deep learning mod-
els [4] that have been pre-trained in an unsupervised manner
by using a “masked language model” objective; it randomly
masks some of the input tokens and aims to predict the token
id of the masked word utilising only its context. E.g, in the
sentence: EUNOMIA is a European [Mask] action project,
the model must predict the id of the “innovation” token.

2.1.2. Post Clustering and Cuckoo Filtering

For post subsampling we leverage cluster group assignment
alongside Cuckoo filters [5] as a highly efficient means of
subsampling data probabilistically, because from a post con-
tent perspective it supports the grouping of semantically sim-
ilar posts based on their content. Therefore, by using clus-
tering techniques we can establish a confidence metric that
grouped posts contain similar words or derived features (i.e.,
sentence embeddings) that make them suitable for filtering. In
the first prototype we have explored multiple clustering tech-
niques and feature vector extraction technologies which rep-
resent the state-of-the-art in open source literature, namely,
hierarchical and k-means clustering and RoBERTa [6], BERT
[7] and Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [8] for feature
extraction; all of which utilise unsupervised learning models
with pretrained Transformer encoders. Experimental testing
on EMTD is discussed in section 3.1.

2.2. Paraphrase Identification Classification Service

The PI classification service defines the similarity score be-
tween two posts and, as a consequence, if they are linked
with each other in the information cascade. In the EUNO-
MIA cascade creation flow it comes after the filtering services
(e.g., post subsampling) since it is computationally expensive
service, particularly as the number of posts in a EUNOMIA
instance grows. Thus, after subsampling the set of the pos-
sible similar posts (from the cluster cuckoo filter output), the
input post (anchor post) is compared with each post in this
subsample, producing a probabilistic output (range 0-1) for
each pair of posts. For the first prototype, we have selected
the BERT model [7], finetuned (using transfer learning) on
the MRPC dataset (see section 3.2), utilising the saved model
to perform a sentence pair classification task within a first-in
first-out data pipeline for uploaded user posts.

After PI is executed, we select the post which has the
highest similarity score with the anchor post. Where the sim-
ilarity exceeds a predefined threshold (e.g., 0.8), it is consid-
ered to be the parent node and the anchor post its child (leaf)
node. In this way, a cascade tree is constructed by adding
leaf nodes to display how the information is linked together
in the cascade, with time delta (i.e., post creation time) be-
tween linked posts determining the directionality of the link.
In case the aforementioned criteria are not satisfied, the an-
chor post is not linked to any of the existing cascades but is
considered to be a contestant root node. The information cas-
cade mechanism utilises JSON as a portable data structure
for transporting data and it is used to represent post and in-
formation cascade objects. Figure 2 provides an example of
the post meta-data information containing the cascade links
(represented in light grey).

Fig. 2. EUNOMIA-enriched Post JSON Object
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS

3.1. Clustering - Sentence Embedding results

We evaluated the performance of the clustering methods with
respect to that of the sentence embeddings using the posts
contained in the EMTD. In particular, we tested hierarchical
and kMeans clustering algorithms combined with three state
of the art sentence embedding extractors (RoBERTa, BERT
[7] and USE [8]. The evaluation metric was recall, i.e. if the
same paraphrased posts belong to the same cluster. RoBERTa
combined with hierarchical clustering (Figure 3) obtained the
best results (100% accuracy with EMTD).

Fig. 3. Clustering accuracy.

3.2. Paraphrase Identification results

The experiments were executed on a computer workstation
equipped with a NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU featuring 11
gigabytes RAM, 3584 CUDA cores and a bandwidth of 484
GB/s. We used Python as programming language, and specif-
ically the Numpy library for matrix multiplication, Re library
for text preprocessing (i.e., regular expression operations)
and Pytorch library for retraining and evaluating the BERT
model. In order to accelerate the tensor multiplications, we
used the CUDA Toolkit in support with the cuDNN, which
is the NVIDIA GPU-accelerated library for deep neural net-
works.

To evaluate the performance of the prototype PI service,
we trained the model using MRPC (Microsoft Research Para-
phrase Corpus) [9], included in the GLUE (General Lan-
guage Understanding Evaluation) benchmark [10], and the
EMTD (EUNOMIA Mastodon Testbed Dataset) to test its
performance. MRPC is a corpus of sentence pairs included in
online news sources, annotated by humans to define whether
the sentences in the pair are semantically equivalent; it is im-
balanced (68% positive, 32% negative). EMTD1 is a specifi-

1https://github.com/consert/emtd

Table 1. PI model performance
Dataset Accuracy (%) F1 score (%)
MRPC 85.35 89.81
EMTD 97.78 96.72

cally crafted dataset of posts on an isolated Mastodon testbed,
using dummy Mastodon user accounts for emulating user
posts and information cascades. Compared to the MRPC
dataset size of 5801 sentence pairs, EMTD consists of only
616 posts where we have also generated paraphrase sets con-
sisting of 3-4 posts to emulate information cascades (contain-
ing 78 in total); which the MRPC dataset does not contain.
The EMTD dataset was used for model testing only.

The results in Table 1 illustrate the performance of the
fine-tuned BERT model for the PI task, while Figure 4 dis-
plays the confusion matrix for the EMTD. It should be noted
that the model is not very sensitive, tending to predict para-
phrased samples as irrelevant (i.e. it has 20 false negatives)
especially in cases where post contains uncommon words
(e.g., disbursal instead of spending) or numbers instead of
words (e.g., 10 instead of ten).

Fig. 4. Confusion Matrix displaying the results of the PI on
the EMTD dataset.

In Figure 5, the results illustrate the computation time for
the paraphrase identification process, using posts from the
EUNOMIA Mastodon instance. The results clearly highlight
that by employing a cluster-based subsampling methodology
is significantly more efficient than a greedy method of com-
paring a post against the global set of posts.

3.3. Decentralised Network Cascade Detection Prototype

In terms of integration, the information cascade discovery has
been deployed to the Digital Companion application [11],
which is the EUNOMIA client for accessing content pub-
lished in decentralised social networks. It allows user-friendly
interaction and visualisation of the cascades, as well as en-
abling the users to have access to other type of information,
called EUNOMIA indicators (e.g., the sentiment of post) or
even vote whether a post is trustworthy or not. Figure 6
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Fig. 5. Comparison of computation time with and without
cluster-subsampling in PI

Fig. 6. Screenshot displaying an information cascade in-
cluded in the EUNOMIA Mastodon instance.

presents part of the Digital Companion’s user interface, dis-
playing the tree-based representation of a cascade.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a prototype information cas-
cade mechanism utilised to discover information cascades in
decentralised social networks, such as Mastodon. The infor-
mation cascade mechanism can play a key role in helping a
user assess the trustworthiness of information posted on so-
cial media, by identifying the earliest appearance of this in-
formation and how it may have evolved over time. The nat-
ural language processing and analysis mechanisms we have
developed and integrated into the prototype information cas-
cade mechanism have reported excellent experimental perfor-
mance; tested using on posts recorded in two datasets. Future
development will expand the mechanism by taking into ac-
count multimedia similarity in order to provide a more diverse
information cascade creation service. Moreover, the training
and deployment of an explainable deep learning algorithm for
textual entailment annotations amongst the posts included in
a cascade will also be considered.
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